hysical models-even those described as "routine"-can pose some interesting challenges. First of all, they can involve hundreds, or P thousands, of equations. These equations range from simple algebraic statements of conservation or symmetry to relations between variables at discrete time units. They include derivatives, integrals, or complicated functionals of the unknowns. Consequently, describing the model mathematically can become tedious. Another challenge is that an approximate solution, generated numerically, must eventually take a form that is palatable to users. The achievement of such a form inevitably changes the values of constants, approximations, or even the model itself.
P thousands, of equations. These equations range from simple algebraic statements of conservation or symmetry to relations between variables at discrete time units. They include derivatives, integrals, or complicated functionals of the unknowns. Consequently, describing the model mathematically can become tedious. Another challenge is that an approximate solution, generated numerically, must eventually take a form that is palatable to users. The achievement of such a form inevitably changes the values of constants, approximations, or even the model itself.
By a model, we mean an initial value problem' given by a set of ordinary differential equations. Many models are modest, involving only a few dozen ODES and a similar number of parameters. These models occur frequently in dynamics, such as Josephson junctions.2 Although the problems in this group may be small, they are among the most taxing to solve numerically because of instability with respect to initial conditions, or "stiffness." (See box on the next page.) One can rarely solve models in closed form, but some of them are easy to integrate numerically. This type of model often occurs as an example in classroom situations.
Although a number of simulation software packages are available on the market, their cost, scope, capability, and quality vary tremendously. The journal Simulation, a good source for information on available software, has published a compendium of almost 50 such packages exclusively for microcomputers.3 Among them, the Advanced Continuous Simulation Language package is typical and well known? Some packages have good integrators, but many use explicit Runge-Kutta integration, which is inadequate for stiff ODES.
In view of the foregoing, we designed Plod (plotted solutions of ordinary differential equations) mathematical software to address the difficulties under discussion. In addition, we wanted to provide a problem-solving tool for the expanding number of micro users unfamiliar with programming techniques. Consequently, we proceeded with the following criteria in mind:
The physical problem can be described by 25 ODES and 10 parameters. The problem is solvable while the user is at the terminal (Plod is entirely interactive).
Plod is easy to use; no manual is required.
The numerical methods are of high quality.
Rapid, flexible, and attractive graphics (not publication quality) are included.
Plod is mostly portable. Plod is in the public domain.
In discussion of these criteria, PlodTs 25 ODE/IO parameter description addresses some application and prototype problems. To promote portability, we did not use special characteristics of a particular computer unless it was unavoidable. Plod is not entirely portable because of graphics and screen control, but we isolated these requirements and kept them to a minimum. The current target environment is an IBM PC XT/AT (discussed later), although versions have been moved to a Sun workstation and a UnivadTektronix combination.
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Overview of Plod
Plod is a package for the solution of a set of ODES subject to specified initial conditions, The solution is desired on an interval [a, b]. Most problems also involve physical parameters whose values determine the character of the solution. The previous equation does not show these explicitly.
We designed Plod to be used in two interactive steps: PlodO and Plodl. Plod, a batch program, runs PlodO and optionally does the processing to pass to Plodl. During PlodO the user enters the ODES. No integration occurs during this step, and numerical values are not requested for any of the variables or parameters. PlodO is a preprocessor with a Fortran program as output. The output program includes the ODES and has a mechanism to communicate needed information to the Plodl step.
Plod automatically compiles the output Fortran program and links it to precompiled modules supplied with the package. The result is an executable program that we call the Plodl step. Plodl prompts for parameter and initial values, and for the interval on which the integration is to take place. After the integration, you can generate graphs and listings. You can also change parameter values, initial conditions, and the integration interval, for example. You may experiment with the problem, examining results under different conditions. A sophisticated user can also alter the integration method and make other changes of interest to a specialist in numerical integration. During Plodl , you cannot alter the functional form of the model by adding terms, or by adding or removing equations. Those actions require returning to the PlodO step and recompiling.
If Plod did not use a compiler, you could easily flip between changing the model and integrating the equations. The ODES would be interpreted. We have developed a compiler-free version for our own use. Not much is lost in simple problems, but the integration of difficult problems slows by a factor of 10.
What do you need to run Plod? 
An example of PlodO
PlodO has a built-in editor for generating models, which are written onto a user-specified file with extension MOD. A companion file with extension FOR for the Plodl step is also produced. Figure 1 displays an example MOD file. MOD files use a Fortran-like syntax except that the prime symbol can denote derivatives and a percent sign can denote comments that can begin anywhere in a line. Although Figure 1 does not show it, MOD files can be quite complicated and can include IF tests. Once you have created a MOD file, you can use it as direct input to a Plod run. Thus it is only necessary for you to create the model once. 
An example of Plod1
A user normally selects automatic compilation and linking to Plodl from a menu. A typical Plodl session involves data input, integration, plot or list of results, modification of some aspect of the problem, or reexamination of the output.
You can type in initial and parameter values or read them from a file. These values include simple constants or expressions involving variables or parameters. A parser catches syntax errors or square roots of negative numbers, for example. You can also set the integrationstopping conditions. This normally involves specifying the interval on which the integration is to be performed, but it can also be stated in terms of any of the dependent variables, such as BRION = 2*HBR02.
You need not specify the method used to integrate and the accuracy of integration, but can set them in an Expert menu, which is easily accessed from the main menu. During the integration, intermediate output is displayed one screen at a time, so it is possible to verify whether things are behaving properly. The integration can also be performed "quietly." Plod takes a maximum of 400 internal steps before asking "what-next?" (The number of steps can be changed to suit specific problem needs in the Expert menu.) Even in Quiet mode, you can interrupt the calculation by pressing the space bar, and if all is well, continue the interaction. The integration step size is variable, which makes it impossible to tell in advance how many steps w i l l be needed.
In graphics mode, up to nine curves can be drawn on one screen involving any combination of the variables, parameters, and derivatives. In practice, the mostoften used plots are the dependent variables plotted against t (the default) or phase-plane plots, y, versusy2. Plots can be linear or logarithmic, and can be generated on an attached printer. It is possible to move around the screen and read out the numerical values, as well as to "zoom." The first-time user can get default graphs by responding with a carriage return to every question.
Plod's integration output points drive its graphics. You need not specify the plotting interval. Choosing the output points adaptively solves an aliasing problem that is common in generating plots of dynamic variables; plots are guaranteed to be smooth and not miss structural details. To prevent too much data from being plotted, we use a sieving algorithm that only plots points that affect the appearance of the graphs. Figure  2 on the next page shows two typical plots from the model discussed.
Graphics capabilities
We examined several Fortran-callable libraries for IBM micros, but the Plod user needs to compile and link programs. Hence, the graphics library must be available to the linker. Distributing a proprietary library would have violated each of the vendors' purchase agreements. Since we were committed to development of public domain software, we saw simple graphics, or plotting, as an important need, Consequently, we wrote a small set of screen plotting subroutines.
Extensibility
Plod is a menu-driven, interactive program built on Fortran subroutines for solving ODES. As such, it cannot be completely flexible. At the beginning of this article, we mentioned several situations where Plod is inappropriate. Sometimes the best bet is to return to the original Fortran to program a specific application. In other cases, one would like to have just a bit more flexibility than Plod allows. You can modify the Plod source, but please do not hesitate to contact us first (address at the end of this article) to see whether a more general solution could be reached that would also be useful to others. ne of the important results of the rapid spread of microprocessors is that people with less computer-0 oriented training are using computers to help in their jobs. This has pressured software developers into finding clever and interesting methods of generating problem-solving tools that do not require programming. Plod is one step in this direction. It is being used at several hundred sites for solving continuous time- 
